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You can do a lot with these specialty testers.

18 -range
multitester
with mirrored
3" scale
The color -coded scale is
mirrored to help prevent
reading errors. Precision
fuse protected meter

movement is designed to resist mechanical shock.
Measures DC and AC volts, DC current, resistance and
decibels. Sensitivity: 20,000 ohms -per -volt DC,
10,000 ohms -per -volt AC. 5'hx3'hx19h6". Requires
"AA" battery. 22-221 24.99
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Swipe for testers

NEW Clamp -on AC
ammeter with 12 -
range multitester
Just clamp around a wire to
measure AC current. Analog
multitester with rotary range
selection and data hold switch.
Fuse and diode protection.

Includes detachable ammeter probe, detachable test
leads and carrying case. Requires "AAA" battery. AC and
DC voltage ranges: 15V/150V/500V. AC current: 3A/15A/30A. DC

current: 150mA. Resistance: 10k/100k ohms.

22-602 16.99

NEW Infrared
thermometer measures
temperature without
touching object
Measure temperature quickly, easily and
safely without contact. Ideal for home energy
audits, or to ensure proper cooking, grilling or
storage temperatures-hundreds of uses!
Uses high-tech infrared technology once
reserved for scientific and industrial
instruments costing hundreds of dollars.
Simply hold it within 2 feet of area to be
measured and point and shoot. Acquires
reading in only 'h second and holds it for 7
seconds. Temp. range: 0°-390°F. Large LCD
display with selectable °C or °F readout. 3:1
aspect ratio. (Measures a 3 -foot area at one
foot away.) Includes pocket/belt clip. Requires
12V battery #23-144. 22-325 49.99

Plug-in AC
voltage monitor
Incorrect voltage can

L-a"...11 damage equipment and
.1, degrade its performance.

f*, owe Plug-in monitor helps you
protect your computer or home -theater
components. Measures 96 to 130 volts AC.
Red and green scale indicates safe zone at
a glance. 22-107 9 99

Automotive
multimeter with RPM,
dwell and temperature
Fluke 78. Measures volts, amps,
continuity and resistance, plus pulsed DC
and AC frequency. Includes direct -reading
dwell, temperature in °C or °F, min/max
recording, and precision analog bargraph.
Comes in a protective holster with handy
Flex -Stand'. With 9V battery, test leads,
alligator clips, bead thermocouple probe

and adapter, user's manual and quick -reference guide.
Mfr. lifetime warranty. 7%x3%x11/4". 910-4641.. 279.00

Pocket-size
8 -range
multitester is
a great value
It's the ideal meter fa
beginners, students and
great "second meter" fc
the more advanced use

Measures AC or DC volts, DC current and resistancE
Range selector has "off" position to protect mete
movement during travel. Provides 2000 ohms-per-vol
DC sensitivity. Ds x Thx 11/4". Requires "AA" battery.

22-218 14.9!

Test coax and
phone cables
for shorts,
opens and
reverse polarity
Just connect a cable to this
tester's jacks and press a
button-the LEDs instantly
indicate status-open,

shorted or swapped polarity. Also tests phone jacks
for voltage-helps you determine if wiring or a
phone itself is at fault. Has two F jacks for testing
TVNCR coax cables, a pair of jacks for testing
phone line cords and a pair of jacks for testing
phone handset cords. 51/4x23/4x1'h". Requires 9V
battery. 22-331 17.99

Handy testers for checking AC outlets

Voltage tester
checks 70-44OVAC
Bring tip near a wire or circuit
and LED glows if AC power is
present. Handy for checking
holiday lights. Contacts let you
test mini -bulbs and fuses.
Includes 2 RadioShack #23-115
batteries. 22-106 6 99
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Digital-logic probe with
timesaving tone output
A must for testing digital and computer circuits
Color -coded LEDs help you pinpoint problems
by indicating high, low or pulsed logic states (ut
to 10MHz). A simultaneous tone frees your eyes
for faster testing. CMOS/TTL-LS selector
Powered by circuit under test. With instructions.
22-303 17.99

NEW AC outlet
analyzer with
GFI test
Plug into any 3 -wire
(grounded) 120VAC outlet

to indicate dangerous faults. Checks GFI
(Ground Fault Interrupter) AC outlets with
the push of a button. A "must" for power
tool users and musicians. 22-141 . 5.99

Neon circuit tester. Neon lamp glows
to indicate voltages from 90 to 300V, AC
or DC. Use to check AC outlets, cables,
circuits in equipment, more.
22-102 1 99

Troubleshoot your car with these instruments

Automotive DC voltage tester
Tells you if your car battery is fully charged, if the ignition
system is delivering high voltage, and whether or not
wiring is bad. Built-in lights help you properly position
tester's tip. Tests 6-24VDC, plus high -voltage ignition.

910-4907 19.99

Vehicle voltagevoltage tester gives you
useful indications fast
This dual-purpose tester checks automotive alternators
and batteries. Quick and easy to use, it has 6 LEDs that
indicate various charging system conditions and faults. A
magnet on the back lets you position the tester on any
convenient steel surface. 22-112 5 99

RED NUMBERS
AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH: www.radioshack.com, by special order at our stores
or at 1 -800 -THE -SHACK. For shipping and pricing information see p. 441.


